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Design, details
& quality

KINGSTON

CHESTER

NEWPORT

Design, details
& quality

S TA N D O U T
F RO M T H E C ROW D
A collection that continues to inspire

Details are key elements to differentiation, to a high

G R E AT S H A P E R E T E N T I O N

quality and to a unique design. In everything we do,

A n outstanding shape retention is a high priority

these three Nimbus characteristics are our

in our well assorted knit program. By combining

focal points.

luxury yarns with either anti-peeling acrylic or fine
polyamide we make sure, that our high-quality styles

Common to our collection of jackets and lighter

keep the perfect shape no matter how often they

garments are Design, Details and Quality. In all our

are washed.

styles you will find fashionable and sophisticated
details and many exclusive designs in comfortable

T H E I M P O R TA N T D I F F E R E N C E I N

and technical fabrics, added special insulation types

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S STYLES

and various choices of functionalities in zippers,

Our exclusive collection of lighter garments is

pullers, buttons and drawstring.

designed with an attention to the differentiation
between ladies and men’s styles. Therefore, you

E L E G A N T D E TA I L I N G

may find different design details on the same style.

The stylish designed logo injected buttons in

Our Phoenix knit is designed with a masculine main

elegant and matching colors, along with our bran-

zipper for men, whereas the ladies version is

ded zipper pullers, are just some of the many retail

designed with a feminine styled button fastening.

inspired design details in our popular collection of

In our stretch deluxe polo shirt, Harvard, you will

lighter garments.

find a feminine v-neck for ladies, where the >

BRIGHTON

Design, details
& quality

mens version is with a shirt collar and three tone-in-

P R O T E C T I V E F E AT U R E S

tone buttons at the placket.

The changeable weather can often be a challenge
when hitting the streets. Therefore, the majority of our

In our premium cotton blend knit Brighton, you will find

jackets are designed with weather protective features

a tubular hem with a feminine side slit for ladies, where

– either for full water protection or water repellency.

the mens version is designed with a rib a sleeves and

The use of waterproof zippers, taped seams and PU

bottom hem.

coatings, are just some of the many features that you
can experience in our collection of outerwear.

LUXURY OUTERWEAR

At Nimbus we offer a wide and versatile collection

As an example, we value a high level of technical

of outerwear that transcends the current trends, yet

features in our jackets - and our zippers are no ex-

also offers you pieces that last beyond the seasons.

ception. Our collection of outerwear is designed with

Our collection of outerwear goes beyond classics to

an increased focus on high quality zippers. The YKK

include bombers, high street gilets, fashionable parkas

zippers fits the demanding criteria to a quality product

and down insulated jackets, and are renowned for its

and is trusted worldwide for the impeccable production

innovative silhouettes and materials. Since 1995 we

standards and thorough quality control processes for

have offered a large range of classic ready-to-wear

slide fasteners.

styles in a clean and confident design. All with an
emphasis on corporate and timeless versatility,

The focus has always been on creating a collection of

embracing our passion for high quality, a strong

outerwear, precise in construction and shape, ensuring

design and refined details.

a comfort level that suits any wardrobe.

DAVENPORT

Design, details
& quality

BROOKHAVEN

DAVENPORT

DUXBURY

10

Kingston

11

C E RT I F I E D
O RG A N I C C OT TO N
Developing and producing within the textile

This conversion means that existing styles

industry, as well as many other industries, has an

changing from conventional cotton to organic

impact at our environment.

cotton, will be marked with our “Changing to
Organic Cotton” logo. Styles that already are

At Nimbus, we are therefore continually working

produced with organic cotton will be marked with

hard towards an enduring sustainable strategy,

an “Certified Organic Cotton “ logo.

minimizing the consequences of our activities.
We still hold stock from previous productions, but
We are constantly striving at developing long-

as we consider it environmentally irresponsible to

lasting products both in regards to quality as

destroying these, we will initiate a “first in first out”

well as design, while at the same time sourcing

principle.

materials and finding production methods that
reduce our environmental footprints.

We hope that everyone will welcome the “new”
products and support us in our efforts to protect

As an important part of this strategy, we are in

our future and environmental imprints.

the process of developing our current collection
to consist of a wider range of products produced
from GOTS certified organic cotton.

ORGANIC COTTON

A PRODUCT CHANGING TO

PRODUCT

ORGANIC COTTON

Styles produced with organic

Styles changing from conventional

cotton is marked with the

cotton to organic cotton, is marked with

“Organic Cotton“ logo.

our “Changing to Organic Cotton” logo.
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Harvard V-neck

13

Polo shirts
Harvard
Harvard V-neck
Yale
Carlington
Clearwater
Columbia

14
18
20
24
28
32

14

STRETCH DELUXE POLO
The unique Harvard polo shirt is the most luxurious and detailed polo shirt on the market. It is unlike any other
and yet it follows the classic codes. Made in a blend of 95% combed cotton and 5% elastane, the stretchy
fitting seems tighter, and shapes elegantly at any time. Adding a shirt collar stand along with three tone-in-tone
buttons at the placket, makes Harvard a touch of understated originality, that allows for the use of Polo shirts in
more well-dressed situations.

15

POLO

H A RVA R D
MENS

2021

Fabric

95% combed cotton/ 5% elastan

NEW COLOUR

|
Color Olive, White, Sky Blue, Indigo Blue, Navy, Dark Navy, Charcoal, Black
Weight 230 g/m² | Mens S-4XL

Rec. price:

34,00 EUR /1 pcs.

16

STRETCH DELUXE POLO
The unique Harvard polo shirt is the most luxurious and detailed polo shirt on the market. It is unlike any other
and yet it follows the classic codes. Made in a blend of 95% combed cotton and 5% elastane, the stretchy
fitting seems tighter, and shapes elegantly at any time. Adding a shirt collar stand along with three tone-in-tone
buttons at the placket, makes Harvard a touch of understated originality, that allows for the use of Polo shirts in
more well-dressed situations.

17

POLO

H A RVA R D
LADIES

2021

Fabric

95% combed cotton/ 5% elastan

NEW COLOUR

|
Color Olive, White, Sky Blue, Indigo Blue, Navy, Dark Navy, Charcoal, Black
Weight 230 g/m² | Ladies XS-3XL

Rec. price:

34,00 EUR /1 pcs.

18

STRETCH DELUXE POLO
The v-neck version of the unique Harvard polo shirt. The most luxurious and detailed polo shirt on the marked,
as it is unlike any other and yet still follows the classic codes. Made in a blend of 95% combed organic cotton
and 5% elastane, the stretchy fitting seems tighter and shapes elegantly at any time. Adding a shirt collar stand
along with the elegant v-neck, makes this polo shirt a touch of understated originality, that allows for the use of
polo shirts in more well-dressed situations.

19

POLO

H A RVA R D V- N E C K
MENS

2022

Fabric

95% combed cotton/ 5% elastan

Weight

230 g/m²

Rec. price:

|

NEW

|
Color White, Navy, Black
Mens S-3XL

34,00 EUR /1 pcs.

20

THE LUXURIOUS CLASSIC POLO
The luxurious Yale Polo is a classic two thread piqué made from fine combed cotton. Its unique cut ensures a
perfect fit, and with the firm two button placket, forwarded double stitches at the shoulders and a slightly stiff
collar, Yale appeals for a traditional and stylish appearance. The characteristic colored decoration details at the
neck tape and at the bottom slits, ads contrast to all of the five classic colors. Yale is inspired by the timeless
Nordic trends, where dressing both stylish and casual is a must for any admirer of Scandinavian Apparel.

21

POLO

YA L E
MENS

Fabric

100% fine combed cotton. 40/2, two thread piqué

Weight

250 g/m²

Rec. price:

|

Mens

|
S-4XL

33,00 EUR /1 pcs.

Color

Black, Navy, White

22

THE LUXURIOUS CLASSIC POLO
The luxurious Yale Polo is a classic two thread piqué made from fine combed cotton. Its unique cut ensures a
perfect fit, and with the firm two button placket, forwarded double stitches at the shoulders and a slightly stiff
collar, Yale appeals for a traditional and stylish appearance. The characteristic colored decoration details at the
neck tape and at the bottom slits, ads contrast to all of the five classic colors. Yale is inspired by the timeless
Nordic trends, where dressing both stylish and casual is a must for any admirer of Scandinavian Apparel.

23

POLO

YA L E
LADIES

Fabric

100% fine combed cotton. 40/2, two thread piqué

Weight

250 g/m²

Rec. price:

|

Ladies

|

Color

XS-3XL

33,00 EUR /1 pcs.

Black, Navy, White

24

DELUXE LONGSLEEVE POLO
The polo never goes out of fashion, and now we have complemented our broad range with the long-sleeved
version.The long sleeves gives it a more distinguished look, perfect for situations where it is suitable, and
it can also be used as a more casual counterpart to the shirt. Produced in comfortable cotton-elastane,
Carlington has many elegant details that gives it a touch of exclusivity, such as button-down and cuff
sleeves with button fastening.

25

POLO

C A R L I N G TO N
MENS

Fabric
Color

95% combed cotton/ 5% elastane

White, Navy, Black

|

Rec. price:

Weight

230 g/m²

46,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Mens

S-4XL

26

DELUXE LONGSLEEVE POLO
The polo never goes out of fashion, and now we have complemented our broad range with the long-sleeved
version.The long sleeves gives it a more distinguished look, perfect for situations where it is suitable, and
it can also be used as a more casual counterpart to the shirt. Produced in comfortable cotton-elastane,
Carlington has many elegant details that gives it a touch of exclusivity, such as button-down and cuff
sleeves with button fastening.

27

POLO

C A R L I N G TO N
LADIES

Fabric
Color

95% combed cotton/ 5% elastane

White, Navy, Black

|

Weight

Rec. price:

230 g/m²

46,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Ladies

XS-3XL

28

QUICK DRY PERFORMANCE POLO
This classic fine gauged polyester polo shirt is soft and crisp to the touch, designed for its semi-tech qualities
and great comfort. Clearwater is wrinkle-free and comes in a nice fit, that will keep you comfortable throughout
the entire day. Its wicking and quick-drying features makes this polo shirt ideal for everyday use in more
demanding environments.

29

POLO

C L E A RWAT E R
MENS

Fabric
Color

100% polyester pique

White, Navy, Black

|

Rec. price:

Weight

|

Data

170 g/m²

30,00 EUR /1 pcs.

Quick dry
|

Mens

S-4XL

30

QUICK DRY PERFORMANCE POLO
This classic fine gauged polyester polo shirt is soft and crisp to the touch, designed for its semi-tech qualities
and great comfort. Clearwater is wrinkle-free and comes in a nice fit, that will keep you comfortable throughout
the entire day. Its wicking and quick-drying features makes this polo shirt ideal for everyday use in more
demanding environments.

31

POLO

C L E A RWAT E R
LADIES

Fabric
Color

100% polyester pique

White, Navy, Black

|

Weight

Rec. price:

|

Data

170 g/m²

30,00 EUR /1 pcs.

Quick dry
|

Ladies

XS-3XL

32

CASUAL BUTTON DOWN POLO SHIRT
The stylish Columbia Polo is the eye-catchy choice when choosing your preferred Nimbus polo. As with the
characteristics from the Yale Polo, the Columbia is a classic two thread pique, made from fine combed cotton.
Columbia will however feel bit tighter fitted than Yale. With its distinctive slightly stiff button down collar and
narrow 4 button placket, Columbia is without doubt a polo shirt for the ones who prefers to stay casual dressed in
a fast-paced work environment.

33

POLO

COLUMBIA
MENS

Fabric 100% fine combed cotton. 40/2, two thread piqué
Color Black | Weight 250 g/m² | Mens S-4XL
Rec. price:

34,00 EUR /1 pcs.

34

Montauk

35

T-shirts
Montauk
Danbury

36
40

36

THE ESSENTIAL TEE
All self-respecting clothing brands offer an everyday T-shirt. At Nimbus we call it the Montauk. Made from the
finest cotton, combined with a small amount of spandex to maintain its shape and to ensure freedom of movement.
It can be used alone or combined with a shirt, jacket or sweatshirt, the possibilities are endless – in short, a must
have in any wardrobe.

37

T-SHIRT

M O N TAU K
MENS

Fabric
Color

95% combed cotton/ 5% elastane, single jersey

White, Navy, Black

|

Rec. price:

Weight

200 g/m²

21,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Mens

S-4XL

38

THE ESSENTIAL TEE
All self-respecting clothing brands offer an everyday T-shirt. At Nimbus we call it the Montauk. Made from the
finest cotton, combined with a small amount of spandex to maintain its shape and to ensure freedom of movement.
It can be used alone or combined with a shirt, jacket or sweatshirt, the possibilities are endless – in short, a must
have in any wardrobe.

39

T-SHIRT

M O N TAU K
LADIES

Fabric
Color

95% combed cotton/ 5% elastane, single jersey

White, Navy, Black

|

Weight

Rec. price:

200 g/m²

21,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Ladies

XS-3XL

40

THE PIQUE TEE
The pique T-shirt Danbury is a unique new piece, which can be used for a variety of occasions. It’s a perfectly
fitted T-shirt, made from the comfortable cotton-elastane fabric we use for our popular Harvard-polo. The fabric
adds more shape, which prevents it from curling and makes it feels extremely comfortable against your body.
Overall, Danbury gives a classic well-dressed look, and is therefore suitable as a substitute for a polo or a shirt.

41

T-SHIRT

DA N B U RY
MENS / LADIES

Color

White, Navy, Black

Fabric 95% combed cotton/ 5% elastane
|
Weight 230 g/m² | Mens S-4XL
Rec. price:

25,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Ladies

XS-3XL

42

Kingston

43

Shirts
Portland
Portland Slim
Rochester
Rochester Slim
Torrance
Torrance Slim
Calverton
Kingston

44
48
50
54
56
60
62
66

44

SUPER NON-IRON BUSINESS SHIRT
Designed to make you stay sharp throughout the day, this classic non-iron business shirt is crafted from advanced
cotton, providing a comfortable fit in a contemporary design. This elegant shirt features a versatile design with cutaway
collar and single cuffs, and it has been perfected with a unique finish to ensure that when hung up to dry after washing,
it remains remarkably crease free.

45

SHIRT

P O RT L A N D
MENS

MODERN FIT

Fabric 100% SPANO cotton (super non-iron)
Color Black, White, Light Blue | Mens
Rec. price:

|

Weight 130 g/m²

37/38-49/50 (S-4XL)

50,00 EUR /1 pcs.

46

SUPER NON-IRON BUSINESS SHIRT
Designed to make you stay sharp throughout the day, this classic non-iron business shirt is crafted from advanced cotton,
providing a comfortable fit in a contemporary design. This elegant shirt features a versatile design with cutaway collar
and single cuffs, and it has been perfected with a unique finish to ensure that when hung up to dry after washing, it
remains remarkably crease free.

47

SHIRT

P O RT L A N D
LADIES

FEMININE FIT

Fabric 100% SPANO cotton (super non-iron) | Weight 130 g/m²
Color Black, White, Light Blue | Ladies XS-3XL
Rec. price:

50,00 EUR /1 pcs.

48

SUPER NON-IRON BUSINESS SHIRT
Designed to make you stay sharp throughout the day, this classic non-iron business shirt is crafted from advanced
cotton, providing a comfortable fit in a contemporary design. This elegant shirt features a versatile design with cutaway
collar and single cuffs, and it has been perfected with a unique finish to ensure that when hung up to dry after washing,
it remains remarkably crease free.

49

SHIRT

P O RT L A N D S L I M
MENS

SLIM FIT

Fabric 100% SPANO cotton (super non-iron)
Color Black, White, Light Blue | Mens
Rec. price:

|

Weight 130 g/m²

37/38-45/46 (S-2XL)

50,00 EUR /1 pcs.

50

CLASSIC OXFORD SHIRT
Nimbus version of the classic long sleeved Oxford shirt, crafted in 100% fine combed cotton. Rochester features
traditional characteristics such as the button down collar, the locker loop, the Ivy league related third collar
button, functional cuffs, a gently curved hem and stylish contrast details. The three classic colors embrace the
history of this casual and well fitted wardrobe staple that adds a sophisticated and preppy touch to your look.
All combined with Nimbus attention to details and a variety of creative tailoring features, as expected on a
piece of Scandinavian Apparel.

51

SHIRT

RO C H E S TER
MENS

MODERN FIT

Fabric 100% fine combed and mercerized cotton. Garment washed
Color White, Striped, Light Blue | Weight 170 g/m² | Mens S-4XL
Rec. price:

48,00 EUR /1 pcs.

52

CLASSIC OXFORD SHIRT
Nimbus version of the classic long sleeved Oxford shirt, crafted in 100% fine combed cotton. Rochester features
traditional characteristics such as the button down collar, the locker loop, the Ivy league related third collar
button, functional cuffs, a gently curved hem and stylish contrast details. The three classic colors embrace the
history of this casual and well fitted wardrobe staple that adds a sophisticated and preppy touch to your look.
All combined with Nimbus attention to details and a variety of creative tailoring features, as expected on a
piece of Scandinavian Apparel.

53

SHIRT

RO C H E S TER
LADIES

FEMININE FIT

Fabric 100% fine combed and mercerized cotton. Garment washed
Color White, Striped, Light Blue | Weight 170 g/m² | Ladies XS-3XL
Rec. price:

48,00 EUR /1 pcs.

54

CLASSIC SLIM OXFORD SHIRT
Rochester Slim Fit is the new fitted version of our successful Rochester shirt. Rochester Slim Fit features
traditional characteristics such as the button-down collar, the locker loop, the Ivy league related third collar
button, functional cuffs, a gently curved hem and stylish contrast details. Rochester Slim Fit is for those
that want the shirt to be worn tighter to the body, still with well-fitting design, and with the same focus on
the classical virtues of an Oxford shirt has.

55

SHIRT

RO C H E S TER S L I M
MENS

SLIM FIT

Fabric 100% fine combed and mercerized cotton. Garment washed
Color White, Light Blue | Weight 170 g/m² | Mens S-4XL
Rec. price:

48,00 EUR /1 pcs.

56

RAW AND STYLISH DENIM SHIRT
Torrance is our take on the classic denim shirt, which has had a comeback the last few years. We have toned down the
roughness and added more elegance and style, e.g. by adding a button-down collar in the male version and shaded
dark blue buttons. Torrance is available in a deep beautiful indigo blue color, the fabric has a bit of stretch and the
designs are either a Nimbus Slim Fit or a classic Modern Fit.

57

SHIRT

TOR R ANC E
MENS

2021 NEW FIT

MODERN FIT

Fabric 98% cotton/ 2% elastane. Garment washed
Color Indigo Blue | Weight 175 g/m² | Mens S-4XL
Rec. price:

48,00 EUR /1 pcs.

58

RAW AND STYLISH DENIM SHIRT
Torrance is our take on the classic denim shirt, which has had a comeback the last few years. We have toned down the
roughness and added more elegance and style, e.g. by adding a button-down collar in the male version and shaded
dark blue buttons and a feminine cut in the female version. Torrance comes in a deep beautiful indigo blue, the fabric
has a bit of stretch and the design is the classic Nimbus Slim Fit.

59

SHIRT

TOR R ANC E
LADIES

Fabric
Color

98% cotton/ 2% elastane. Garment washed

Indigo Blue

|

Weight

Rec. price:

175 g/m²

|

48,00 EUR /1 pcs.

Ladies

XS-3XL

60

RAW AND STYLISH DENIM SHIRT
Torrance is our take on the classic denim shirt, which has had a comeback the last few years. We have toned down the
roughness and added more elegance and style, e.g. by adding a button-down collar in the male version and shaded
dark blue buttons. Torrance is available in a deep beautiful indigo blue color, the fabric has a bit of stretch and the
designs are either a Nimbus Slim Fit or a classic Modern Fit.

61

SHIRT

TOR R ANC E
MENS

SLIM FIT

Fabric 98% cotton/ 2% elastane. Garment washed
Color Indigo Blue | Weight 175 g/m² | Mens S-4XL
Rec. price:

48,00 EUR /1 pcs.

62

LUXURY FLANNEL SHIRT
Calverton provides a casual touch to the everyday outfit, while keeping up with an urban style and elegance.
Designed for a more cool and urban-modern vibe, this is a one-of-a-kind classic cotton flannel shirt, that
captures the more rural areas of our Scandinavian heritage. As a result of a lightly brush and peachy treatment,
this cotton flannel has an extra soft surface that ads comfortability to its rugged appearance.

63

SHIRT

C A LV E RTON
MENS

Fabric
Color

100% cotton flannel, lightly brushed

Stone Grey, Indigo Blue

|

Rec. price:

Weight

137 g/m²

62,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Mens

S-4XL

64

LUXURY FLANNEL SHIRT
Calverton provides a casual touch to the everyday outfit, while keeping up with an urban style and elegance.
Designed for a more cool and urban-modern vibe, this is a one-of-a-kind classic cotton flannel shirt, that
captures the more rural areas of our Scandinavian heritage. As a result of a lightly brush and peachy treatment,
this cotton flannel has an extra soft surface that ads comfortability to its rugged appearance.

65

SHIRT

C A LV E RTON
LADIES

Fabric
Color

100% cotton flannel, lightly brushed

Stone Grey, Indigo Blue

|

Rec. price:

Weight

137 g/m²

62,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Ladies

XS-3XL

66

STRETCH DELUXE PIQUÉ SHIRT
Tailored from a luxurious combed cotton-blend, the fashionable Kingston pique shirt is both stylish and
comfortable enough as your casual alternative to a dressed shirt. Kingston goes perfect with all outfits but
paired casually with chinos and trainers will result in extra style points.

67

SHIRT

K I N G S TO N
MENS

Fabric
Weight

230 g/m²

95% organic cotton/ 5% elastane
|

Color

Rec. price:

Black, White

47,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Mens S-3XL

68

STRETCH DELUXE PIQUÉ SHIRT
Tailored from a luxurious combed cotton-blend, the fashionable Kingston pique shirt is both stylish and
comfortable enough as your casual alternative to a dressed shirt. Kingston goes perfect with all outfits but
paired casually with chinos and trainers will result in extra style points.

69

SHIRT

K I N G S TO N
LADIES

Fabric
Weight

230 g/m²

95% organic cotton/ 5% elastane
|

Color

Rec. price:

Black, White

|

47,00 EUR /1 pcs.

Ladies XS-3XL

70

Chester

71

Knits
Brighton
Richmond
Ashbury
Phoenix
Chester

72
76
78
82
86

72

ELEGANT ROUND NECK
The elegant Brighton knit will keep you well-dressed no matter the occasion and it is perfect for both casual and
more formal look. Wear it alone or over a shirt for a timeless trans-seasonal layer. This knit features a modern fit,
a crew neckline and is made in fine-gauge premium cotton/nylon yarns for a more refined style, providing soft
comfort and excellent shape-retention. Mens version features stylish saddle sleeves and ladies version a tubular
hem with a feminine slit.

73

KNITS

B R I G H TO N
MENS

Fabric

82% cotton/ 18% polyamide, fine gauge

Weight

190 g/m²

Rec. price:

|

|
Color Black, Grey Melange, Navy
Mens S-4XL

53,00 EUR /1 pcs.

74

ELEGANT ROUND NECK
The elegant Brighton knit will keep you well-dressed no matter the occasion and it is perfect for both casual and
more formal look. Wear it alone or over a shirt for a timeless trans-seasonal layer. This knit features a modern fit,
a crew neckline and is made in fine-gauge premium cotton/nylon yarns for a more refined style, providing soft
comfort and excellent shape-retention. Mens version features stylish saddle sleeves and ladies version a tubular
hem with a feminine slit.

75

KNITS

B R I G H TO N
LADIES

Fabric

82% cotton/ 18% polyamide, fine gauge

Weight

190 g/m²

Rec. price:

|

|
Color Black, Grey Melange, Navy
Ladies XS-3XL

53,00 EUR /1 pcs.

76

ELEGANT MERINO BLEND
This fashionable knit features highly modern design details, such as the popular O-neck, the saddle sleeve
shoulders and fully-fashioned finish. The super fine luxurious merino blend makes it a warm keeping wardrobe
essential, that you never have to worry about going out of style. Perfect for layering yet sharp
enough to wear on its own.
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KNITS

R I C H MON D
MENS

Fabric
Color

50% merino wool Biella Yarn/ 50% anti-peeling acrylic

Black, Grey Melange, Navy

Rec. price:

|

Weight

155 g/m²

52,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Mens

S-4XL

78

CLASSY LUXURY MERINO BLEND
No matter the occasion, the Ashbury pullover in a super fine luxurious merino blend, makes a great addition to
any wardrobe. Detailed with an elegant v-neck, fully fashioned finish and set in sleeves, this soft and comfortable
classic pullover is a safe choice to update your look regardless of season.
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KNITS

AS H BU RY
MENS

Fabric

50% merino wool Biella Yarn/ 50% anti-peeling acrylic

Weight

155 g/m²

Rec. price:

|

Mens

|

Color

S-4XL

53,00 EUR /1 pcs.

Black, Grey Melange, Navy
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CLASSY LUXURY MERINO BLEND
No matter the occasion, the Ashbury pullover in a super fine luxurious merino blend, makes a great addition to
any wardrobe. Detailed with an elegant v-neck, fully fashioned finish and set in sleeves, this soft and comfortable
classic pullover is a safe choice to update your look regardless of season.
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KNITS

AS H BU RY
LADIES

Fabric

50% merino wool Biella Yarn/ 50% anti-peeling acrylic

Weight

155 g/m²

Rec. price:

|

Ladies

|

Color

XS-3XL

53,00 EUR /1 pcs.

Black, Grey Melange, Navy

82

LUXURIOUS MERINO BLEND CARDIGAN
The Phoenix cardigan is a musthave for cooler days. Spun in a super fine luxurious merino blend and detailed with
fully-fashioned finish. Furthermore, the feminine round neck, set in sleeves and elegant buttons for ladies, along
with the two-way zipper, saddle sleeve shoulders and a more sturdy collar for men, makes this the perfect layering
piece for dressing both casual and more formal.
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KNITS

P HO E N I X
MENS

Fabric
Color

50% merino wool Biella Yarn/ 50% anti-peeling acrylic

Navy, Grey Melange, Black

Rec. price:

|

Weight

155 g/m²

75,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Mens

S-4XL
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LUXURIOUS MERINO BLEND CARDIGAN
The Phoenix cardigan is a musthave for cooler days. Spun in a super fine luxurious merino blend and detailed with
fully-fashioned finish. Furthermore, the feminine round neck, set in sleeves and elegant buttons for ladies, along
with the two-way zipper, saddle sleeve shoulders and a more sturdy collar for men, makes this the perfect layering
piece for dressing both casual and more formal.
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KNITS

P HO E N I X
LADIES

Fabric
Color

50% merino wool Biella Yarn/ 50% anti-peeling acrylic

Navy, Grey Melange, Black

|

Rec. price:

Weight

155 g/m²

60,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Ladies

XS-3XL

86

DRESSED MERINO BLEND ROLL NECK
The Chester roll neck knit will always keep you well-dressed and fits perfect for both casual and corporate wear.
This fully fashion knit is spun in a super fine luxurious merino blend, providing a soft comfort and excellent shaperetention. Furthermore, the feminine tubular finish at the bottom hem and at the set-in sleeves for ladies, and the
elegant rib at the hem and more masculine saddle sleeves on the mens version, makes this the perfect match for
both casual and more formal wear.
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KNITS

CHESTER
MENS

Fabric

50% merino wool Biella Yarn/ 50% anti-peeling acrylic

Color

Navy, Black

Rec. price:

|

Mens

S-4XL

56,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Weight

155 g/m2
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DRESSED MERINO BLEND ROLL NECK
The Chester roll neck knit will always keep you well-dressed and fits perfect for both casual and corporate wear.
This fully fashion knit is spun in a super fine luxurious merino blend, providing a soft comfort and excellent shaperetention. Furthermore, the feminine tubular finish at the bottom hem and at the set-in sleeves for ladies, and the
elegant rib at the hem and more masculine saddle sleeves on the mens version, makes this the perfect match for
both casual and more formal wear.
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KNITS

CHESTER
LADIES

Fabric

50% merino wool Biella Yarn/ 50% anti-peeling acrylic

Color

Navy, Black

Rec. price:

|

Ladies

XS-3XL

56,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Weight

155 g/m2

90

Brownsville

91

Sweats
Newport
Williamsburg
Brownsville
Hampton
Eaton
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96
100
104
108

92

LUXURY LIGHTWIGHT CREWNECK
The luxurious lightweight crewneck Newport, is a loungy but still elegant fashion statement that adds comfort
and uniqueness to whatever look you might choose. This classic sweatshirt is a great go-to when you’re
heading out for a casual day, but still want to look well dressed, edgy and sharp. Ladies version features a more
classy and feminine neck detail.
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SWEATS

N E W P ORT
MENS

Fabric 100% cotton Black and Navy. 90% cotton/ 10% viscose, Grey Melange
Color Navy, Grey Melange, Black | Weight 300 g/m² | Mens S-4XL
Rec. price:

49,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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LUXURY LIGHTWIGHT CREWNECK
The luxurious lightweight crewneck Newport, is a loungy but still elegant fashion statement that adds comfort
and uniqueness to whatever look you might choose. This classic sweatshirt is a great go-to when you’re
heading out for a casual day, but still want to look well dressed, edgy and sharp. Ladies version features a more
classy and feminine neck detail.
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SWEATS

N E W P ORT
LADIES

Fabric 100% cotton Black and Navy. 90% cotton/ 10% viscose, Grey Melange
Color Navy, Grey Melange, Black | Weight 300 g/m² | Ladies XS-3XL
Rec. price:

49,00 EUR /1 pcs.

96

FASHIONABLE HOODED SWEAT
This desirable modern hooded sweatshirt, in a comfy cotton-rich blend, is stylish enough for work and
fashionable enough to wear around town. “Style” has been a key word for our design team. Hence, the eyecatching parts, such as rugged drawstrings, leather details and the trendy signature neck loop. The brushed
fleecy lining and the short-shave treatment will make the luxurious feeling last forever.
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SWEATS

W I L L I A M S B U RG
MENS

2021 NEW COLOUR

Fabric

70% combed long stabled fiber cotton/ 30% polyester double dyed

Color

Navy, Grey Melange, Black, Olive

Rec. price:

|

Weight

|

310 g/m²

56,00 EUR /1 pcs.

Rib 95% cotton/ 5% elastane
|
Mens S-4XL
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FASHIONABLE HOODED SWEAT
This desirable modern hooded sweatshirt, in a comfy cotton-rich blend, is stylish enough for work and
fashionable enough to wear around town. “Style” has been a key word for our design team. Hence, the eyecatching parts, such as rugged drawstrings, leather details and the trendy signature neck loop. The brushed
fleecy lining and the short-shave treatment will make the luxurious feeling last forever.
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SWEATS

W I L L I A M S B U RG
LADIES

2021 NEW COLOUR

Fabric

70% combed long stabled fiber cotton/ 30% polyester double dyed

Color

Navy, Grey Melange, Black, Olive

Rec. price:

|

Weight

310 g/m²

56,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|
|

Rib 95% cotton/ 5% elastane
Ladies XS-3XL

100

FASHIONABLE HOODED SWEAT
This modest yet fashionable luxury hoodie, is made in a comfy organic cotton-rich blend.
The understated design with rugged drawstrings, makes it wearable at multiple occasion and the elegant
detailing, such as the double layer hood, allows for pairing with more formal wear.
The brushed fleecy lining and the short-shave treatment will make the luxurious feeling last forever.
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SWEATS

B ROW N S V I L L E
MENS

2022

Fabric

NEW

70% combed long stabled fiber cotton/ 30% polyester double dyed

Color

Navy, Grey Melange, Black

Rec. price:

|

Weight

310 g/m²

51,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|
|

Rib 95% cotton/ 5% elastane
Mens S-4XL
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FASHIONABLE HOODED SWEAT
This modest yet fashionable luxury hoodie, is made in a comfy organic cotton-rich blend.
The understated design with rugged drawstrings, makes it wearable at multiple occasion and the elegant
detailing, such as the double layer hood, allows for pairing with more formal wear.
The brushed fleecy lining and the short-shave treatment will make the luxurious feeling last forever.
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SWEATS

B ROW N S V I L L E
LADIES

2022

Fabric

NEW

70% combed long stabled fiber cotton/ 30% polyester double dyed

Color

Navy, Grey Melange, Black, Olive

Rec. price:

|

Weight

310 g/m²

51,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|
|

Rib 95% cotton/ 5% elastane
Ladies XS-3XL

104

PREMIUM DOUBLE-FACED HOODIE
The character of this premium bonded double-faced hoodie is unparalleled. Hampton not only feels good to
wear, it also layers well and due to the clean and elegant design it goes along with any stylish outfit you may
choose. Besides the unquestionable quality, it’s the simplicity that make this hoodie a premium piece in our
collection of sweats. Hampton is a very suitable alternative to a knitted sweater in a formal environment.
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SWEATS

HA M P TON
MENS

Fabric
Color

71% cotton/ 22% polyester/ 7% elastane

Black, Navy

|

Weight

Rec. price:

320 g/m²

71,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Mens

S-4XL

106

PREMIUM DOUBLE-FACED HOODIE
The character of this premium bonded double-faced hoodie is unparalleled. Hampton not only feels good to
wear, it also layers well and due to the clean and elegant design it goes along with any stylish outfit you may
choose. Besides the unquestionable quality, it’s the simplicity that make this hoodie a premium piece in our
collection of sweats. Hampton is a very suitable alternative to a knitted sweater in a formal environment.
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SWEATS

HA M P TON
LADIES

Fabric
Color

71% cotton/ 22% polyester/ 7% elastane

Black, Navy

|

Weight

Rec. price:

320 g/m²

|

71,00 EUR /1 pcs.

Ladies

XS-3XL

108

PREMIUM DOUBLE-FACED SWEATSHIRT
Eaton is a refined bonded double-faced cardigan, that leaves you with an experience of luxury and extreme
comfort. This premium and timeless classic not only layers well through all seasons, it also looks elegant when
dressed up with a more formal shirt or polo underneath. Besides the unquestionable quality, it’s the simplicity
that make this cardigan another premium piece in our collection of sweats.
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SWEATS

E AT ON
MENS

Fabric
Color

71% cotton/ 22% polyester/ 7% elastane

Navy, Black

|

Weight

Rec. price:

320 g/m²

68,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Mens

S-4XL

110

PREMIUM DOUBLE-FACED SWEATSHIRT
Eaton is a refined bonded double-faced cardigan, that leaves you with an experience of luxury and extreme
comfort. This premium and timeless classic not only layers well through all seasons, it also looks elegant when
dressed up with a more formal shirt or polo underneath. Besides the unquestionable quality, it’s the simplicity
that make this cardigan another premium piece in our collection of sweats.
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SWEATS

E AT ON
LADIES

Fabric
Color

71% cotton/ 22% polyester/ 7% elastane

Navy, Black

|

Weight

Rec. price:

320 g/m²

|

68,00 EUR /1 pcs.

Ladies

XS-3XL
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Oxbridge

113

Crossover
Independence
Henderson
Brookhaven
Tribeca
Halifax
Leyland
Oxbridge
Camden
Davenport
Redmond
Huntington
Duxbury
Seattle
Bellington
Richland

114
116
120
122
124
126
130
132
136
140
144
146
150
154
158

114

CLASSIC COACH JACKET
Marking our 25th anniversary as the style which indirectly kick-started Nimbus the Jacket Company back in 1995,
the iconic “Independence” jacket is introduced to celebrate two decades of influential outerwear design.
As every facet of 90’s sportswear has been re-introduced or interpreted over the last years,
the Coach jacket is no exception among cool streetwear and high-end fashion brands today.

115

CROSSOVER

INDEPENDENCE
UNISEX

Outer fabric

100% polyester

Color

Navy

Rec. price:

|
|

Lining 100% polyester mesh
Unisex XS-2XL

60,00 EUR /1 pcs.

116

S T Y L I S H D I A M O N D Q U I LT E D J A C K E T
The stylish diamond quilted Henderson is the noble and sophisticated choice for everyday wear. Henderson’s
contemporary and aristocratic design combines traditional details with a highly comfortable fit. It is a true classic
which is still to be found among many popular and well-known retail brands. It is however the perfect combination
of weather protective features and the lightweight Sorona® insulation along with the many stylish and functional
details, that makes this jacket a versatile piece of outerwear in both men’s and ladies designs.
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CROSSOVER

H E N D E RS O N
MENS

Outer fabric

100% nylon, diamond quilted

|

Color

Lining

100% polyester

Midnight Blue

Rec. price:

|

Mens

|

Padding

S–4XL

85,00 EUR /1 pcs.

100% polyester: Sorona® fiber
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S T Y L I S H D I A M O N D Q U I LT E D J A C K E T
The stylish diamond quilted Henderson is the noble and sophisticated choice for everyday wear. Henderson’s
contemporary and aristocratic design combines traditional details with a highly comfortable fit. It is a true classic
which is still to be found among many popular and well-known retail brands. It is however the perfect combination
of weather protective features and the lightweight Sorona® insulation along with the many stylish and functional
details, that makes this jacket a versatile piece of outerwear in both men’s and ladies designs.
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CROSSOVER

H E N D E RS O N
LADIES

Outer fabric

100% nylon, diamond quilted

Color

|

Lining

100% polyester

Midnight Blue

Rec. price:

|

Ladies

|

Padding

XS–3XL

85,00 EUR /1 pcs.

100% polyester: Sorona® fiber
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FASHIONABLE CROSSOVER JACKET
This light quilted crossover you definitely want to keep on hands at all time. Brookhaven is the ideal layering piece
for between the seasons. Carry it along and wear it when in need of a bit of warmth and still in need of a crisp look.
With this crossover you can start any day with ease and comfort.
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CROSSOVER

BRO OK HAV EN
MENS / LADIES

Outer Fabric

100% nylon

Color

|

Lining

Midnight Blue

|

100% nylon

Mens

Rec. price:

S-4XL

|
|

Padding 100% polyester, quilted
Ladies XS-3XL

83,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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CLASSIC AND AUTHENTIC JACKET
This cool Bomber jacket catches the retail trends, and embraces both authenticity and classicism of memorable outerwear.
The ribbed trim and buttoned pockets complements the authentic expression, while the metallic looking zippers adds a
dash of rawness to the look. Featuring elegant details, such as a low neck collar in comfortable knit, an easy accessible
inner pocket, a decorative upper arm pocket and the fashionable leather parts. Tribeca stands out in an unbeatable
combination of a classic design that has been reinvented with a modern lifestyle in mind.

123

CROSSOVER

TRIBECA
MENS / LADIES

Outer fabric

100% nylon with AC clear coating on the backside

Color

Dark Midnight Blue

|

Rec. price:

Mens

S-4XL

|
|

69,00 EUR /1 pcs.

Lining 100% polyester fisheye mesh
Ladies XS-XXL
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M O D E R N S T Y L E D Q U I LT E D J A C K E T
Inspired by the urban fashion scene, Halifax offers a unique way of dressing casually while allowing
both a raw and stylish appearance. Halifax is a jacket that can be worn all year, and the popular vertical
quilted look, modern slim fit and knitted collar makes this jacket suitable for wearing with both elegant
and rugged outfits. This is definitely a jacket with an attitude, and the links to the popular trends in the
scenery of the Scandinavian capitals are obvious.
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CROSSOVER

HA L I FAX
MENS / LADIES

Outer fabric 100% nylon with PU clear coating on the backside, vertical quilted Lining 100% polyester
Padding 100% polyester | Color Black | Mens S–4XL | Ladies XS–3XL
Rec. price:

84,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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R E V E R S I B L E Q U I LT E D J A C K E T
The reversible style Leyland is our sporty and urban reinterpretation of the noble quilted jacket, a true classic
piece of clothing which for many is considered a wardrobe cornerstone. The elegant, slightly relaxed fit makes
Leyland perfect for layering over semi formal and casual outfits without compromising on style. Leyland reverses
easily to a sporty looking jacket with a contrast color emphasising the slightly aristocratic look that enjoys
continued popularity among well-known retail brands.
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CROSSOVER

L E Y L AN D
MENS

Outer fabric 100% nylon, square quilted | Lining 100% nylon, Light Grey, Olive Green
Padding 100% polyester | Color Navy, Midnight Black | Mens S-4XL
Rec. price:

93,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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R E V E R S I B L E Q U I LT E D J A C K E T
The reversible style Leyland is our sporty and urban reinterpretation of the noble quilted jacket, a true classic
piece of clothing which for many is considered a wardrobe cornerstone. The elegant, slightly relaxed fit makes
Leyland perfect for layering over semi formal and casual outfits without compromising on style. Leyland reverses
easily to a sporty looking jacket with a contrast color emphasising the slightly aristocratic look that enjoys
continued popularity among well-known retail brands.
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CROSSOVER

L E Y L AN D
LADIES

Outer fabric
Padding

100% nylon, square quilted
100% polyester

|

Color

Rec. price:

|

Lining

100% nylon, Light Grey, Olive Green

Navy, Midnight Black

93,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Ladies

XS-3XL
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THE TIMELESS ELEGANT JACKET
The classic Oxbridge jacket is inspired by an iconic era where traditional dressing called for timeless and stylish
outerwear, and where elegance came before anything else. With cool designer details, such as rough looking
metal zippers and strategically placed leather badges, the overall appeal of the style seems both elegant and
rugged. The smooth Outer fabric, the preppy chambray lining and the stylish fit creates a feeling of the fashion
from the 60’s and the trends of today.
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CROSSOVER

OX B R I D G E
MENS / LADIES

Outer fabric 100% polyester | Lining
Color Midnight Blue | Mens S-4XL
Rec. price:

Polyester/ chambray
|

96,00 EUR /1 pcs.

Ladies

XS-3XL

132

D I A M O N D Q U I LT E D G I L E T
The Camden Gilet is the ultimate layering piece. A light padded and quilted Gilet inspired by the attire of country
living, added a touch of urban tranquility and a dash of business perfection.Featuring elegant details such as a
medium high neck collar with comfortable knit, inner pocket, metal zip and two utility pockets. All combined with
Nimbus fashionable leather details added to the authentic quilted look, transforms this Gilet into a suitable warm
keeping piece for those who commute light weighted, or for those who prefer a little extra underneath a jacket.
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CROSSOVER

C AM D E N
MENS

Outer fabric 100% nylon, diamond quilted | Lining
Padding 100% polyester | Color Midnight Blue |
Rec. price:

70,00 EUR /1 pcs.

100% polyester

Mens

S-4XL
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D I A M O N D Q U I LT E D G I L E T
The Camden Gilet is the ultimate layering piece. A light padded and quilted Gilet inspired by the attire of country
living, added a touch of urban tranquility and a dash of business perfection.Featuring elegant details such as a
medium high neck collar with comfortable knit, inner pocket, metal zip and two utility pockets. All combined with
Nimbus fashionable leather details added to the authentic quilted look, transforms this Gilet into a suitable warm
keeping piece for those who commute light weighted, or for those who prefer a little extra underneath a jacket.
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CROSSOVER

C AM D E N
LADIES

Outer fabric 100% nylon, diamond quilted | Lining 100% polyester
Padding 100% polyester | Color Midnight Blue | Ladies XS-3XL
Rec. price:

70,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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TIMELESS ELEGANT JACKET
This is where style meets performance. Made for the stylish and connected explorer, this classic piece of elegant
outerwear provides weather protective features as well as a comfortable fit. Davenport is a true cross-seasonal
style, that embraces comfort, functionality and design in one.
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CROSSOVER

DAV E N P ORT
MENS

Outer fabric 100% polyester twill Lining: 100% polyester | Padding 100% polyester | Rib 97% polyester/ 3% elastane
Data TPU membrane/ Water resistance: 3000mm/ Breathability: 3000g/m²/24h. Critically taped seams | Color Navy, Black
Mens S–4XL
Rec. price:

91,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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TIMELESS ELEGANT JACKET
This is where style meets performance. Made for the stylish and connected explorer, this classic piece of elegant
outerwear provides weather protective features as well as a comfortable fit. Davenport is a true cross-seasonal
style, that embraces comfort, functionality and design in one.
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CROSSOVER

DAV E N P ORT
LADIES

Outer fabric 100% polyester twill Lining: 100% polyester | Padding 100% polyester | Rib 97% polyester/ 3% elastane
Data TPU membrane/ Water resistance: 3000mm/ Breathability: 3000g/m²/24h. Critically taped seams | Color Navy, Black
Ladies XS–3XL
Rec. price:

91,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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ELEGANT TECHNICAL JACKET
There is nothing more elegant than the combination of classic and aesthetic. Redmond is made for the stylish
and contemporary metropolitan, looking for a classic piece of outerwear that provides weather protective
features as well as a comfortable fit. This lightweight, breathable, wind and water repellent wind jacket is a true
cross-seasonal style, that embraces comfort, functionality and design in one. It is the perfect companion for
unpredictable weather in between seasons.
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CROSSOVER

REDMOND
MENS

Outer fabric
Data

100% polyester twill

|

Lining

100% polyester

TPU membrane/ Water resistance: 3000mm/ Breathability: 3000g/m²/24h. 100% Windproof. Critically taped seams

Color

Navy, Black

Rec. price:

|

Mens

S-4XL

95,00 EUR /1 pcs.

142

FEMININE TECHNICAL LONG JACKET
There is nothing more elegant than the combination of classic and aesthetic. Redmond is made for the stylish
and contemporary metropolitan, looking for a classic piece of outerwear that provides weather protective
features as well as a comfortable fit. This lightweight, breathable, wind and water repellent wind jacket is a true
cross-seasonal style, that embraces comfort, functionality and design in one. It is the perfect companion for
unpredictable weather in between seasons. Ladies version is available in well-designed and feminine ¾ length.
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CROSSOVER

REDMOND
LADIES

Outer fabric
Data

100% polyester twill

|

Lining

100% polyester

TPU membrane/ Water resistance: 3000mm/ Breathability: 3000g/m²/24h. 100% Windproof. Critically taped seams

Color

Black

Rec. price:

|

Ladies

XS-3XL

110,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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FASHIONABLE RAINCOAT
Huntington rain jacket is inspired by the trends and the Scandinavian design tradition. The classic rain jacket
has become a part of the Nordic urban cityscape and therefore a natural part of Nimbus’ collection. The jacket
is of course perfect for rainy weather as it is 100% waterproof due to welded seams, but the jacket is also an
ideal choice for a trendier look.
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CROSSOVER

H U N T I N G TO N
MENS / LADIES

Outer fabric 100% PU with welded seams | Data Water repellency: 3.000mm
Color Charcoal | Mens S-4XL | Ladies XS–XXL
Rec. price:

95,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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FASHIONABLE PERFORMANCE SOFTSHELL JACKET
The Duxbury is a softshell with an excellent fit made in a smooth and soft material, for those who are searching for a piece
of modern outerwear. The elegant double stitches, upper arm zipper, semi covered side pockets and rubber wind placket
behind the main zipper add unique value to the jacket, leaving room for paring with many types of outfits.

147

SOFTSHELL

D U X B URY
MENS

Outer fabric
Lining

95% polyester/ 5% elastane, Black, White and Navy. 100% polyester, Grey

100% polyester fisheye mesh

Color

|

Data

Water resistance: 5000mm/ Breathability: 5000g/m²/24h

Navy, White, Grey, Black

Rec. price:

|

Mens

79,00 EUR /1 pcs.

S-4XL
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FASHIONABLE PERFORMANCE SOFTSHELL JACKET
The Duxbury is a softshell with an excellent fit made in a smooth and soft material, for those who are searching for a piece
of modern outerwear. The elegant double stitches, upper arm zipper, semi covered side pockets and rubber wind placket
behind the main zipper add unique value to the jacket, leaving room for paring with many types of outfits.
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SOFTSHELL

D U X B URY
LADIES

Outer fabric
Lining

95% polyester/ 5% elastane, Black, White and Navy. 100% polyester, Grey

100% polyester fisheye mesh

Color

|

Data

Water resistance: 5000mm/ Breathability: 5000g/m²/24h

Navy, White, Grey, Black

Rec. price:

|

Ladies

79,00 EUR /1 pcs.

XS-3XL
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FUNCTIONAL BUSINESS JACKET
Made to last, this luxurious yet protective, clean-cut classic business coat features functional fabrics and
decorative detailing. Although showing a minimalistic design, it has solid waterproof and breathable features,
ensuring you stay dry whatever you are up to. If you enjoy a clean design, with functional pockets and taped
seams, plus the comfort of a ¾-length zipper, hidden behind a protective wind placket, then this is the perfect
answer to looking good on every day adventures.
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CORPORATE

S E AT T L E
MENS

Outer fabric
Data

100% polyester twill

|

Lining

100% polyester mesh

TPU membrane/ Water resistance: 3000mm/ Breathability: 3000g/m²/24h. Critically taped seams

Color

Black

Rec. price:

|

Mens

S-4XL

94,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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FUNCTIONAL BUSINESS JACKET
Made to last, this luxurious yet protective, clean-cut classic business coat features functional fabrics and
decorative detailing. Although showing a minimalistic design, it has solid waterproof and breathable features,
ensuring you stay dry whatever you are up to. If you enjoy a clean design, with functional pockets and taped
seams, plus the comfort of a ¾-length zipper, hidden behind a protective wind placket, then this is the perfect
answer to looking good on every day adventures.
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CORPORATE

S E AT T L E
LADIES

Outer fabric
Data

100% polyester twill

|

Lining

100% polyester mesh

TPU membrane/ Water resistance: 3000mm/ Breathability: 3000g/m²/24h. Critically taped seams

Color

Black

Rec. price:

|

Ladies

XS-3XL

94,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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WARM BUSINESS JACKET
Bellington is a classic business jacket with a sharp appearance and Nimbus’ signature detailing.Worn over a suit or
with a more casual outfit, this jacket provides comfort and an elegant look that simply outshines similar jackets.
Bellington is a versatile jacket suited to life both at the office and out on the town.
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CORPORATE

B E L L I N G TON
MENS

Outer fabric

100% polyester pongee

|

Color

Lining
Black

Rec. price:

100% polyester twill in Grey Melange, vertical quilted
|

Mens

S-4XL

104,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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WARM BUSINESS JACKET
Bellington is a classic business jacket with a sharp appearance and Nimbus’ signature detailing.Worn over a suit or
with a more casual outfit, this jacket provides comfort and an elegant look that simply outshines similar jackets.
Bellington is a versatile jacket suited to life both at the office and out on the town.
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CORPORATE

B E L L I N G TON
LADIES

Outer fabric

100% polyester pongee

|

Color

Lining
Black

Rec. price:

|

100% polyester twill in Grey Melange, vertical quilted

Ladies

XS-3XL

104,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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PREMIUM BUSINESS BLAZER
Whether worn for work or festive moments, the Richland blazer makes a stylish statement no matter the occasion.
The stretch element is key to the modern silhouette of this piece, making this jacket a comfortable everyday wear
combined with your favorite shirt.
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CORPORATE

RICHLAND
MENS

Outer fabric 53% polyester/ 43% wool/ 4% elastane | Lining 100% polyester
Weight 230 g/m² | Color Navy | Mens 46-56 (S-3XL)
Rec. price:

230,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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PREMIUM BUSINESS BLAZER
Whether worn for work or festive moments, the Richland blazer makes a stylish statement no matter the occasion.
The stretch element is key to the modern silhouette of this piece, making this jacket a comfortable everyday wear
combined with your favorite shirt.
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CORPORATE

RICHLAND
LADIES

Outer fabric 53% polyester/ 43% wool/ 4% elastane | Lining 100% polyester
Weight 230 g/m² | Color Navy | Ladies 36-46 (S-3XL)
Rec. price:

230,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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Kendrick

163

Insulation
Abington
Bushwick
Mapleton
Fairview
Whitestone
Kendrick
Sierra
Vermont
Stillwater

164
168
170
174
180
182
184
188
192
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SUSTAINABLE ELEGANCE
Abington is a modern windproof and water repellent business jacket in 100% recycled Polyester Twill.
With equally protective and sophisticated details, such as a detachable gilet-looking wind placket and a 100%
Sorona® Aura padding, this sustainable piece of outerwear will keep you warm and stylish all season.
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WARM

A B I N G TO N
MENS

2021

Outer fabric
Vattering

100% recycled Polyester Twill

100% polyester Sorona® Aura fiber

Color

|

Data

Black

|

Rec. price:

NEW

|

Foring

Lining 100% recycled Polyester

Water resistance 3000mm, Breathability 3000g/m²/24h

Ladies

XS--2XL

141,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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SUSTAINABLE ELEGANCE
Abington is a modern windproof and water repellent business jacket in 100% recycled Polyester Twill.
With equally protective and sophisticated details, such as a detachable gilet-looking wind placket and a 100%
Sorona® Aura padding, this sustainable piece of outerwear will keep you warm and stylish all season.
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WARM

A B I N G TO N
LADIES

2021

Outer fabric
Vattering

100% recycled Polyester Twill

100% polyester Sorona® Aura fiber

Color

|

Data

Black

|

Rec. price:

NEW

|

Foring

Lining 100% recycled Polyester

Water resistance 3000mm, Breathability 3000g/m²/24h

Ladies

XS--2XL

141,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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TIMELESS BOMBER JACKET
Bushwick is a classic piece of outerwear with a bomber-style silhouette, zip plackets at the front, firm waist
and rib-knit trims at the collar, hem and cuffs. This style-icon has kept its popularity season after season as
one of the most trendy and elegant pieces a man can wear. Any time of day, smart or casual, the Bushwick
bomber jacket ads refinement to your outfits. Bushwick is padded, has taped seams and is produced in a wind,
waterproof and breathable fabric.
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WARM

BUS H W IC K
MENS

Outer fabric

100% polyester pongee with PU coating

Data

Lining

|

100% polyester

|

Padding

Water resistance: 3000mm/ Breathability: 3000g/m²/24h. Critically taped seams

Color

Black

Rec. price:

|

Mens

S-4XL

107,00 EUR /1 pcs.

100% polyester
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U R B A N T E C H PA R K A JAC K E T
Mapleton is our all-winter style conscious parka jacket, filled with many clean and functional details that adds elegance
to a classic casual-business look. Equally protective and sophisticated, this jacket will keep you warm through the winter
when wearing a minimalistic Scandinavian-inspired design on snow covered streets.
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WARM

M A P L E TON
MENS

Outer fabric 100% polyester twill | Lining 100% polyester mesh | Padding 100% polyester
Data TPU membrane/ Water resistance: 3000mm/ Breathability: 3000g/m²/24h. Critically taped seams
Color Black | Mens S-4XL
Rec. price:

154,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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U R B A N T E C H PA R K A JAC K E T
Mapleton is our all-winter style conscious parka jacket, filled with many clean and functional details that adds elegance
to a classic casual-business look. Equally protective and sophisticated, this jacket will keep you warm through the winter
when wearing a minimalistic Scandinavian-inspired design on snow covered streets.
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WARM

M A P L E TON
LADIES

Outer fabric 100% polyester twill | Lining 100% polyester mesh | Padding 100% polyester
Data TPU membrane/ Water resistance: 3000mm/ Breathability: 3000g/m²/24h. Critically taped seams
Color Black | Ladies XS-3XL
Rec. price:

154,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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WARM PERFORMANCE JACKET
Fairview is a highly technical winter jacket with a Sorona® padding that adds comfort and warmth without being
bulky. It is a breathable, wind and waterproof piece of outerwear, very useful for commuting the urban scene.
The contemporary and clean design combines traditional details with an uncompromising comfortable fit.
Heavily supported by functional and weather protective features, such as taped seams, detachable hood, storm
cuffs and a short extended back tail.
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WARM

FAI RV I EW
MENS

Outer fabric
Padding

100% polyester with PU coating

100% polyester: Sorona® fiber

|

Color

Data
Black

Rec. price:

|

Lining

100% polyester

Water resistance: 5000mm/ Breathability: 5000g/m²/24h
|

Mens

S-4XL

136,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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WARM PERFORMANCE JACKET
Fairview is a highly technical winter jacket with a Sorona® padding that adds comfort and warmth without being
bulky. It is a breathable, wind and waterproof piece of outerwear, very useful for commuting the urban scene.
The contemporary and clean design combines traditional details with an uncompromising comfortable fit.
Heavily supported by functional and weather protective features, such as taped seams, detachable hood, storm
cuffs and a short extended back tail.
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WARM

FAI RV I EW
LADIES

Outer fabric
Padding

100% polyester with PU coating

100% polyester: Sorona® fiber

|

Color

Data
Black

Rec. price:

|

Lining

100% polyester

Water resistance: 5000mm/ Breathability: 5000g/m²/24h
|

Ladies

XS-3XL

136,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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VERSATILE ZIP-IN SYSTEM
With our Zip-In System you get perfect weather protection and maximum flexibility. The Zip-In system provides you with the
opportunity to zip your wind and waterproof outer jacket together with other Nimbus products. Our 3-in-1 products are designed
to be mutually compatible and can easily be worn individually as well as combined.
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3 in 1

ZIP-IN
SYSTEM
MENS / LADIES

1.

3.

2.

+

=

KENDRICK PERFORMANCE INSULATION + WHITESTONE PERFORMANCE SHELL

180

PERFORMANCE SHELL JACKET
This technical and weather protective jacket features Nimbus zip-in function, which allows you to zip in another
compatible Nimbus product, giving you a complete functional winter jacket. The cutting-edge design and
exclusive fabrics with taped seams, pushes the boundaries of modern styling and technical designs, to create a
unique combination of a breathable, wind and waterproof yet fashionable piece of outerwear.
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PERFORMANCE

W H I T E S TO N E
MENS / LADIES

Outer fabric 100% polyester with PU coating | Lining 100% polyester
Data Water resistance: 5000mm/ Breathability: 5000g/m²/24h
Color Black | Mens S-4XL | Ladies XS-3XL
Rec. price:

130,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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F A S H I O N A B L E Q U I LT E T J A C K E T
With fashionable design details and warm keeping features, due to the Sorona® fiber that adds comfort and
warmth without being bulky, Kendrick will become an all-time favorite. Worn as a standalone product this
hybrid looking jacket will make your everyday life more comfortable and convenient when
you’re on the move. And thanks to the Nimbus zip-in function, this lightweight layer can easily be zipped
into another compatible Nimbus product.
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WARM

KENDRICK
MENS / LADIES

Outer fabric 100% polyester with water repellency finish
Lining 100% polyester | Padding 100% polyester: Sorona® fiber
Color Charcoal | Mens S-4XL | Ladies XS-3XL
Rec. price:

73,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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PERFECT DOWN EXPERIENCE
Sierra is the latest generation of the channel down jacket. We have improved the quality and design in every possible
way. Sierra still have the amazing properties of the down, and we have used the latest techniques and fabrics in order
to improve it even further. Additionally the design is updated with both new stylish wavy channels, contrast, and YKK
Metalux zippers. All of which to give the jacket a more luxurious edge and style.
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DOWN

SIERRA
MENS

Outer fabric

|
Lining 100% nylon, Steelgrey, Dark Olive
Insulation 90% duck down/ 10% duck feather, 700 Fill Power
Color Midnight Blue, Black | Mens S-4XL

100% nylon. Wind- and water repellent

Rec. price:

174,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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PERFECT DOWN EXPERIENCE
Sierra is the latest generation of the channel down jacket. We have improved the quality and design in every possible
way. Sierra still have the amazing properties of the down, and we have used the latest techniques and fabrics in order
to improve it even further. Additionally the design is updated with both new stylish wavy channels, contrast, and YKK
Metalux zippers. All of which to give the jacket a more luxurious edge and style.
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DOWN

SIERRA
LADIES

Outer fabric

|
Lining 100% nylon, Steelgrey, Dark Olive
Insulation 90% duck down/ 10% duck feather, 700 Fill Power
Color Midnight Blue, Black | Ladies XS-3XL

100% nylon. Wind- and water repellent

Rec. price:

174,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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VERSATILE DOWN GILET
The Vermont body warmer is a true quality down product that not only offers warmth and protection to your core,
but also allows freedom for movement which is popular for a variety of urban activities. This highly versatile piece of
clothing can be worn to beat the chill on autumn days, and at the same time add an extra stylish dimension to your look.
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DOWN

V E RMON T
MENS

Outer fabric 100% nylon. Wind- and water repellent | Lining 100% polyester
Insulation 90% duck down/ 10% duck feather, 700 Fill Power
Color Midnight Blue, Black | Mens S-4XL
Rec. price:

134,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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VERSATILE DOWN GILET
The Vermont body warmer is a true quality down product that not only offers warmth and protection to your core,
but also allows freedom for movement which is popular for a variety of urban activities. This highly versatile piece of
clothing can be worn to beat the chill on autumn days, and at the same time add an extra stylish dimension to your look.
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DOWN

V E RMON T
LADIES

Outer fabric 100% nylon. Wind- and water repellent | Lining 100% polyester
Insulation 90% duck down/ 10% duck feather, 700 Fill Power
Color Midnight Blue, Black | Ladies XS-3XL
Rec. price:

134,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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PREMIUM HYBRID DOWN JACKET
With a lightweight down insulation that keeps you warm and agile, the luxurious Stillwater stands out as a highly
versatile choice for multiple purposes. The elegant hybrid construction ensures a modern look for those in the search
for a metropolitan piece of outerwear with warm-keeping and technical features.
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DOWN

S T I L LWAT E R
MENS

Outer fabric body 100% nylon | Outer fabric sleeve 100% polyester
Lining 100% nylon | Insulation 90% duck down/ 10% duck feather, 700 Fill Power
Color Black | Mens S–4XL
Rec. price:

134,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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PREMIUM HYBRID DOWN JACKET
With a lightweight down insulation that keeps you warm and agile, the luxurious Stillwater stands out as a highly
versatile choice for multiple purposes. The elegant hybrid construction ensures a modern look for those in the search
for a metropolitan piece of outerwear with warm-keeping and technical features.
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DOWN

S T I L LWAT E R
LADIES

Outer fabric body 100% nylon | Outer fabric sleeve 100% polyester
Lining 100% nylon | Insulation: 90% duck down/ 10% duck feather, 700 Fill Power |
Ladies XS–3XL
Rec. price:

134,00 EUR /1 pcs.

Color

Black
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T H E P L AY
COLLECTION

Inspired by the concept of Athleisure,
we have created Nimbus Play.

Athleisure is a trend in fashion in which clothing designed for
workouts and various athletic activities is worn in other settings,
such as at the workplace, at school, or at other casual or social
occasions.

Athleisure embraces outfits that ”look like athletic wear”
and are characterized as ”fashionable, dressed up sweats
and exercise clothing”.

199
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Orlando is our super soft essential round neck T-shirt, made from pure ring-spun fine
combed organic cotton, providing maximum comfort and breathability. A well-crafted
companion for every-day wear securing an active yet relaxed on-trend look, no matter
the occasion.
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ORLANDO
MENS

Fabric 100% organic ringspun, combed cotton; Black, Navy and White.
60% ringspun, combed cotton/ 40% polyester; Navy Melange and Black Melange
Color Black, Navy, Navy Melange, Black Melange, White
Weight 160 g/m²

|

Mens S-4XL

Rec. Price: 12,50 EUR /1 pcs.
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Orlando is our super soft essential round neck T-shirt, made from pure ring-spun fine
combed organic cotton, providing maximum comfort and breathability. A well-crafted
companion for every-day wear securing an active yet relaxed on-trend look, no matter
the occasion.

203

ORLANDO
LADIES

Fabric 100% organic ringspun, combed cotton; Black, Navy and White.
60% ringspun, combed cotton/ 40% polyester; Navy Melange and Black Melange
Color Black, Navy, Navy Melange, Black Melange, White
Weight 160 g/m²

|

Ladies XS-3XL

Rec. Price: 12,50 EUR /1 pcs.
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This lightweight tee is made for powering through your active days. Developed to
make you feel fast and free, this moisture wicking tee supports you while working up
a sweat. The sustainable odor control treatment HeiQ® Fresh, protects the T-shirt from
body odor, keeping you feeling and smelling fresh throughout the day.
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FREEMONT
MENS

Fabric 100% polyester
Weight 130 g/m²

|

Data Quick dry/ Moisure wicking/ Anti-bacterial (odor control)
|

Color Black, Navy, Black Melange, Grey Melange
Mens S-4XL

Rec. Price: 20,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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This lightweight tee is made for powering through your active days. Developed to
make you feel fast and free, this moisture wicking tee supports you while working up
a sweat. The sustainable odor control treatment HeiQ® Fresh, protects the T-shirt from
body odor, keeping you feeling and smelling fresh throughout the day.
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FREEMONT
LADIES

Fabric 100% polyester
Weight 130 g/m²

|

Data Quick dry/ Moisure wicking/ Anti-bacterial (odor control)
|

Color Black, Navy, Black Melange, Grey Melange
Ladies XS-3XL

Rec. Price: 20,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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This lightweight curved tee is perfect for those who prefer a loose fit. Developed to
make you feel fast and free, this moisture wicking tee supports you while working up
a sweat. The sustainable odor control treatment HeiQ® Fresh, protects the T-shirt from
body odor, keeping you feeling and smelling fresh throughout the day.
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PEYTON
LADIES

Fabric 100% polyester
Weight 130 g/m²

|

|

Data Quick dry/ Moisure wicking/ Anti-bacterial (odor control)

Fit Loose fit

|

Color Black, Navy, Black Melange, Grey Melange

Ladies S-3XL

Rec. Price: 20,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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With a perfect balance of smart and fresh Palmdale polo shirt is sure to become the
favorite you will wear again and again. This is a true go-to tee, up to the task of keeping
you sharp no matter the activity. The fine ring spun combed cotton provides a remarkably pleasant stability to your look, as it retains its shape from the comfortable blend of
cotton and elastane.
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PA L M D A L E
MENS

Fabric 95% ringspun, combed cotton/ 5% elastane
Color Black, Navy, White, Indigo

|

Weight 210 g/m²

Rec. Price: 24,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Mens S-4XL

212

With a perfect balance of smart and fresh Palmdale polo shirt is sure to become
the favorite you will wear again and again. This is a true go-to tee, up to the task of
keeping you sharp no matter the activity. The fine ring spun combed cotton provides a
remarkably pleasant stability to your look, as it retains its shape from the comfortable
blend of cotton and elastane.
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PA L M D A L E
LADIES

Fabric 95% ringspun, combed cotton/ 5% elastane
Color Black, Navy, White, Indigo

|

Weight 210 g/m²

Rec. Price: 24,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Ladies XS-3XL

214

Bayfield is a true everyday essential. A flawless construction of a modern fitting
pique polo shirt in a clean and fresh design, making it wearable at any time. This polo
shirt is made from fine ring spun cotton, with a tight piqué weave for a great fit and
soft finish. And along with a sturdy double linked collar this provides both comfort and
stability to you look.
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B AY F I E L D
MENS

Fabric 100% ringspun, combed cotton
Color Black, Navy, White, Indigo

|

Weight 200 g/m²

Rec. Price: 20,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Mens S-4XL

216

Bayfield is a true everyday essential. A flawless construction of a modern fitting
pique polo shirt in a clean and fresh design, making it wearable at any time. This polo
shirt is made from fine ring spun cotton, with a tight piqué weave for a great fit and
soft finish. And along with a sturdy double linked collar this provides both comfort and
stability to you look.
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B AY F I E L D
LADIES

Fabric 100% ringspun, combed cotton
Color Black, Navy, White, Indigo

|

Weight 200 g/m²

Rec. Price: 20,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Ladies XS-3XL
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This refreshing design of an everyday full zip hoodie provides a clean athletic touch
to your casual look. It features cool design details such as a hidden zip pocket,
reverse main zipper and a double layer hood. It’s perfect for a casual day at the office,
yet sharp enough for the streets. Layer up all-year-round in a casual and comfortable
style, made from a soft, fleecy and durable long stable combed cotton blend.
Pair with our Franklin joggers or Hickory sweat shorts for a set.

219

LENOX
MENS

Fabric 80% ringspun, combed cotton/ 20% polyester; Black and Navy.
90% ringspun, combed cotton/ 10% polyester; Grey Melange
Color Black, Grey Melange, Navy

|

Weight 300 g/m²

Rec. Price: 48,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Mens S-4XL
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This refreshing design of an everyday full zip hoodie provides a clean athletic touch
to your casual look. It features cool design details such as a hidden zip pocket,
reverse main zipper and a double layer hood. It’s perfect for a casual day at the office,
yet sharp enough for the streets. Layer up all-year-round in a casual and comfortable
style, made from a soft, fleecy and durable long stable combed cotton blend.
Pair with our Franklin joggers or Hickory sweat shorts for a set.
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LENOX
LADIES

Fabric 80% ringspun, combed cotton/ 20% polyester; Black and Navy.
90% ringspun, combed cotton/ 10% polyester; Grey Melange
Color Black, Grey Melange, Navy

|

Weight 300 g/m²

Rec. Price: 48,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Ladies XS–3XL

222

The comfortable casual hooded sweat Fresno is crafted in a durable long stable
combed cotton blend. Providing a fresh and clean touch to a relaxed yet active look.
This casual hoodie features classic details such as a kangaroo pouch with practical
design details, a partly hidden zip pocket and double layer hood. Pair with our Franklin
joggers or Hickory sweat shorts for a set.
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FRESNO
MENS

Fabric 80% ringspun, combed cotton/ 20% polyester; Black and Navy.
90% ringspun, combed cotton/ 10% polyester; Grey Melange
Color Black, Grey Melange, Navy

|

Weight 300 g/m²

Rec. Price: 41,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Mens S-4XL

224

The comfortable casual hooded sweat Fresno is crafted in a durable long stable
combed cotton blend. Providing a fresh and clean touch to a relaxed yet active look.
This casual hoodie features classic details such as a kangaroo pouch with practical
design details, a partly hidden zip pocket and double layer hood. Pair with our Franklin
joggers or Hickory sweat shorts for a set.
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FRESNO
LADIES

Fabric 80% ringspun, combed cotton/ 20% polyester; Black and Navy.
90% ringspun, combed cotton/ 10% polyester; Grey Melange
Color Black, Grey Melange, Navy

|

Weight 300 g/m²

Rec. Price: 41,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Ladies XS-3XL
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The Hickory sweat shorts are highly comfortable and fit right into the athleisure
trend. A casual piece of clothing which will easily take you through the warmer months.
Comfy and very easy to pair due to the minimalistic design. Made from a soft and
durable combed cotton blend and the thigh-length makes them suitable to wear for
your workout or on warm days as part of an active yet casual look.
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H I C KO RY
UNISEX

Fabric 70% ringspun, combed cotton/ 20% polyester/ 10% viscose
Color Grey Melange

|

Weight 300 g/m²

Rec. Price: 30,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Unisex S-2XL

228

The Franklin sweat pants are a casual piece of clothing embracing a sporty look and
therefore the current trends. These sweat pants are made for when you want to lean into
the athleisure wear movement, but still stick to the essentials. The extremely soft and
durable long stable combed cotton blend and the fresh design with slightly tapered legs,
makes comfortable look fashionable.
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FRANKLIN
UNISEX

Fabric 70% ringspun, combed cotton/ 20% polyester/ 10% viscose
Color Grey Melange

|

Weight 300 g/m²

Rec. Price: 36,00 EUR /1 pcs.

|

Unisex S-2XL
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Madison is a classic, sleek bomber style track jacket that provides comfort and a
modern look. Stylish crafted in a blend of polyester on the outside and comfortable
cotton on the inside, makes this active looking trainer a favorite. Original design details,
such as welt pockets, tipped bomber neckline and ribbed trims, captures the very core
of Athleisure wear.
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MADISON
MENS

Fabric 50 cotton/ 50% polyester
Color Navy, Black

|

|

Weight 285 g/m²

Mens S-4XL

Rec. Price: 49,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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Madison is a classic, sleek bomber style track jacket that provides comfort and a
modern look. Stylish crafted in a blend of polyester on the outside and comfortable
cotton on the inside, makes this active looking trainer a favorite. Original design details,
such as welt pockets, tipped bomber neckline and ribbed trims, captures the very core
of Athleisure wear.
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MADISON
LADIES

Fabric 50 cotton/ 50% polyester
Color Navy, Black

|

|

Weight 285 g/m²

Ladies XS-3XL

Rec. Price: 49,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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The full zip knitted fleece jacket Montana combines a smooth knit and
bonded microfleece lining which provides both comfort and warmth. Besides a
cozy yet active athleisure wear design, the functional details features practical
side pockets and a handy chest pocket as a perfect place to store your essentials.
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M O N TA N A
MENS

Outer fabric 97% polyester/ 3% elastane

|

Inner fabric 100% polyester fleece

Color Dark Grey Melange, Light Grey Melange
Mens S–4XL

Rec. Price: 58,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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The full zip knitted fleece jacket Montana combines a smooth knit and
bonded microfleece lining which provides both comfort and warmth. Besides a
cozy yet active athleisure wear design, the functional details features practical
side pockets and a handy chest pocket as a perfect place to store your essentials.
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M O N TA N A
LADIES

Outer fabric 97% polyester/ 3% elastane

|

Inner fabric 100% polyester fleece

Color Dark Grey Melange, Light Grey Melange
Ladies XS–3XL

Rec. Price: 58,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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The Bloomsdale Hybrid jacket is the most versatile jacket in the collection, with an
active fit designed to work equally well in and out of office. This jacket is the perfect
addition to your wardrobe with its stylish design and practicality. The softshell sleeves
and side panels provide stability without compromising on weight or packability. The
lightweight Sorona® insulation makes this sporty essential your everyday go-to. Comfortable enough to wear all day and still stylish enough to maintain a cool
athleisure wear look.
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BLOOMSDALE
MENS

Outer Fabric Body 100% nylon

|

Outer Fabric Sleeve 95% softshell/ 5% elastane

Padding 100% polyester: Sorona® fiber
Color Navy, Black

|
|

Data Water repellency finish
Mens S-4XL

Rec. Price: 79,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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The Bloomsdale Hybrid jacket is the most versatile jacket in the collection, with an
active fit designed to work equally well in and out of office. This jacket is the perfect
addition to your wardrobe with its stylish design and practicality. The softshell sleeves
and side panels provide stability without compromising on weight or packability. The
lightweight Sorona® insulation makes this sporty essential your everyday go-to. Comfortable enough to wear all day and still stylish enough to maintain a cool
athleisure wear look.
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BLOOMSDALE
LADIES

Outer Fabric Body 100% nylon

|

Outer Fabric Sleeve 95% softshell/ 5% elastane

Padding 100% polyester: Sorona® fiber
Color Navy, Black

|
|

Data Water repellency finish
Ladies XS-3XL

Rec. Price: 79,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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Benton has all the active versatility that comes with a hybrid vest. It’s a perfect option
for when you want to obtain full arm movement capacity while keeping the rest of your
body warm, or for the sunny moments when you want to shed the jacket and layer up
without overheating. The lightweight Sorona® insulation makes this sporty essential your
everyday go-to. Comfortable enough to wear all day and still stylish enough to maintain
a cool athleisure wear look.
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BENTON
MENS

Outer fabric body 100% nylon

|

Outer fabric shoulder 95% softshell/ 5% elastane

Padding 100% polyester: Sorona® fiber
Color Navy, Black

|
|

Data Water repellency finish
Mens S–4XL

Rec. Price: 69,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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Benton has all the active versatility that comes with a hybrid vest. It’s a perfect option
for when you want to obtain full arm movement capacity while keeping the rest of your
body warm, or for the sunny moments when you want to shed the jacket and layer up
without overheating. The lightweight Sorona® insulation makes this sporty
essential your everyday go-to. Comfortable enough to wear all day and still stylish
enough to maintain a cool athleisure wear look.
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BENTON
LADIES

Outer fabric body 100% nylon

|

Outer fabric shoulder 95% softshell/ 5% elastane

Padding 100% polyester: Sorona® fiber
Color Black, Navy

|
|

Data Water repellency finish
Laidies XS–3XL

Rec. Price: 69,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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The Olympia “puffer” jacket makes dressing appropriately for trans-seasonal weather
easy. And whatever your preferred style is, this iconic and highly popular design with
“featherless” insulation will keep you warm and comfortable all year. Cool enough to wear
on those in-between weather days, and lightweight and easy to carry along at all times.

247

O LY M P I A
MENS

Outer fabric

100% nylon

Padding 100% polyester

|

Lining 100% polyester
|

Color Navy, Black

Mens S–4XL

Rec. Price: 65,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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The Olympia “puffer” jacket makes dressing appropriately for trans-seasonal weather
easy. And whatever your preferred style is, this iconic and highly popular design with
“featherless” insulation will keep you warm and comfortable all year. Cool enough to wear
on those in-between weather days, and lightweight and easy to carry along at all times.
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O LY M P I A
LADIES

Outer fabric

100% nylon

|

Lining 100% polyester

Padding 100% polyester

|

Color Navy, BLACK

Ladies XS–3XL

Rec. Price: 65,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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Livingston is a highly technical 4-way stretch softshell jacket with all the classic details.
A breathable, wind and water-resistant piece of attire created to keep the warmth in
and the elements out. This essential and versatile softshell embrace the identity of the
Play collection; comfortability for those who likes to lead an active lifestyle while being
well-protected, every day.
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LIVINGSTON
MENS

Outer Fabric 95% polyester/ 5% elastane; Black and Navy. 100% polyester; Grey Melange
Lining 100% polyester
6000g/m²/24h

|

|

Data TPU membrane/ Water resistance: 8000mm/ Breathability:

100% Windproof. 4-way stretch

|

Color Black, Grey Melange, Navy

Mens S-4XL

Rec. Price: 65,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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Livingston is a highly technical 4-way stretch softshell jacket with all the classic details.
A breathable, wind and water-resistant piece of attire created to keep the warmth in
and the elements out. This essential and versatile softshell embrace the identity of the
Play collection; comfortability for those who likes to lead an active lifestyle while being
well-protected, every day.
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LIVINGSTON
LADIES

Outer Fabric 95% polyester/ 5% elastane; Black and Navy. 100% polyester; Grey Melange
Lining 100% polyester
6000g/m²/24h

|

|

Data TPU membrane/ Water resistance: 8000mm/ Breathability:

100% Windproof. 4-way stretch

|

Color Black, Grey Melange, Navy

Ladies XS-3XL

Rec. Price: 65,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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The wind-and-water resistant Carmel is “Play” at its finest. This hooded commuter
jacket combines essential weather protection and performance with a sporty and
minimalistic design. There is so much to like about this jacket. And if you like to keep
things clean and simple, you will love the Carmel windbreaker.
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CARMEL
MENS

Outer Fabric 100% polyester twill

|

Lining 100% polyester

Data TPU membrane/ Water resistance: 3000mm/ Breathability: 3000g/m²/24
100% Windproof. Critically taped seams

|

Mens S-4XL

Rec. Price: 69,00 EUR /1 pcs.

Color Black
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The wind-and-water resistant Carmel is “Play” at its finest. This hooded commuter
jacket combines essential weather protection and performance with a sporty and
minimalistic design. There is so much to like about this jacket. And if you like to keep
things clean and simple, you will love the Carmel windbreaker.
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CARMEL
LADIES

Outer Fabric 100% polyester twill

|

Lining 100% polyester

Data TPU membrane/ Water resistance: 3000mm/ Breathability: 3000g/m²/24h
100% Windproof. Critically taped seams

|

Ladies XS-3XL

Rec. Price: 69,00 EUR /1 pcs.

Color Black
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Come rain or shine, our functional hooded softshell Fargo will have you ready for
whatever the weather throws at you. Crafted from a three-layer quality material for
comfort and functionality, this easy packable lightweight softshell holds the features
you need to be dodging seasonal showers in style.
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FARGO
MENS

Outer fabric 100% polyester

|

Lining 100% polyester mesh

Data TPU membrane/ Water resistance: 5000mm/ Breathability: 5000g/m²/24h
Color Black

|

Mens S–4XL

Rec. Price: 79,00 EUR /1 pcs.
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Come rain or shine, our functional hooded softshell Fargo will have you ready for
whatever the weather throws at you. Crafted from a three-layer quality material for
comfort and functionality, this easy packable lightweight softshell holds the features
you need to be dodging seasonal showers in style.
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FARGO
LADIES

Outer fabric 100% polyester

|

Lining 100% polyester mesh

Data TPU membrane/ Water resistance: 5000mm/ Breathability: 5000g/m²/24h
Color Black

|

Ladies XS–3XL

Rec. Price: 79,00 EUR /1 pcs.

SIZE GUIDE
FINDING THE RIGHT
SIZE

To ensure your complete satisfaction, we recommend that you
check your measurements against our sizing chart to determine
the right size for you. Make sure to measure directly on the
body and then find your size in our size guide.
All measurements are in centimeters.
Feel free to contact our Customer Service
at customerservice@nimbusnordic.com if you have
additional questions about our sizes.

SIZE GUIDE

L A DIES

cm

CM
I nch

e n// UK
uk / /us
EN
US

uk //us
ENe n/ / UK
US

uk // us
ENe n/ /UK
US

uk // us
ENe n/ /UK
US

uk // us
ENe n/ /UK
US

uk //us
ENe n/ / UK
US

e n// UK
uk / /us
EN
US

XS / 8 / 4

S / 10 / 6

M / 12 / 8

L / 14 / 10

XL / 16 /12

2 XL / 18 / 14

3XL / 20 / 16

Che s t

75 - 80

81- 86

87-92

93 -98

99 -10 4

105 -111

112-118

Wa is t

59 - 6 4

65 -70

71-76

77- 82

83 - 88

89 -95

96 -103

H ip

83 - 88

89 -94

96 -101

102-107

108 -113

114 -120

121-127

M ENS

cm

CM
I nch

e n // UK
uk ++usUS
EN

uk ++us
ENe n/ / UK
US

uk ++ us
ENe n/ /UK
US

uk +
+ us
ENe n/ /UK
US

uk ++ us
ENe n/ /UK
US

uk ++us
ENe n/ / UK
US

e n/ / UK
uk ++us
EN
US

S / 38”

M / 40”

L / 42”

XL / 44”

2 XL / 46”

3XL / 48”

4XL / 50”

N ec k

37/ 38

39/40

41/42

43/44

45/46

47/48

49/ 50

Che s t

9 0 -95

96 -101

102-107

108 -113

114 -119

120 -125

126 -131

Wa is t

76 - 81

82- 87

88 -93

94 -99

10 0 -105

10 6 -111

112-117

H ip

92-97

98 -103

10 4 -10 9

110 -115

116 -121

122-127

128 -133

HOW TO M E A S U R E

Neck
N eck
M ea sure
aroun d the
t he
Measure
around
ba se of t he ne ck ,
base
of your neck,
w here t he co llar si t s .
where the collar sits.

waist
Waist
M ea sure
nar rowes t
Measure
thet he
narrowest
p ar t of your up p er b o d y.
part of your upperbody

Chest
Chest
M ea sure ju sjust
t un dunder
er your
Measure
ar m p i t s an d acros s your
your
armpitand across
shoul d er b la d es
your sholder blades

Hip
H ip
Measure
around
M ea sure aroun
d your your
w id es t
p ar t w hil e
s t anwhile
d in g w i tstanding
h your
widest
part
fe et to g et her.
with your feet together
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CSR
WE TAKE OUR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
S E R I O U S LY, A N D A L W A Y S A I M
TOWARDS A MORE SUSTAINABLE
D E V E LO P M E N T. W E C O N S I D E R C S R T O
B E A N I N T E G R AT E D PA R T O F O U R
BUSINESS AND AN ESSENTIAL ELEMENT
I N O U R C O M PA N Y ’ S D E V E LO P M E N T.

CODE OF CONDUCT
WE STRIVE TO MAKE A POSITIVE DIFFERENCE TO OUR SOCIAL,
ENVIRONMENTAL AND ECONOMIC RESPONSIBILITIE
 S, THAT ARE
F O U N D E D U N D E R T H E H E A D I N G S P E O P L E , P L A N E T A N D P R O F I T.

10
to follow

1

Nimbus will support and
respect the protection of interna-

2

4

Nimbus will uphold the
freedom of association and the

5

Nimbus will support the effective

7

Nimbus will support a

Nimbus supports the elimination of
all forms of forced and compulsory
labour.

effective recognition of the
right to collective bargaining.

are not complicit in human rights
abuses.

tionally proclaimed human rights.

3

Nimbus will make sure that they

6

Nimbus will abolism discrimination
in relation to work and employment
conditions.

abolition of child labour.

8

Nimbus will support initiatives to
promote greater environmental
responsibility.

precautionary approach to
environmental challenges.

9

Nimbus will encourage the development and diffusion of environmentally friendly technologies.

10

Nimbus will work against
corruption in all its forms, including
extortion and bribery.

Download the "Code of Conduct" on

www.nim bu s no rdic.com

CSR

WHO WE
WO R K W I T H
WE CARE ABOUT WHERE AND
HOW WE PRODUCE

We are working towards a more responsible and sustainable way of producing
and in order to live up to our CSR & Sustainability strategy, we are very selective
about who we cooperate with. Using audits and assessment tools to select and
monitor factories and by favoring fewer partners over many, we build long-lasting
and close partnerships with our suppliers.
At Nimbus Nordic A/S we only work with CSR certified suppliers who act in
accordance with our Code of Conduct.

CSR

MORE THAN

90%
OF OUR STYLES ARE
PRODUCED ON AMFORI
AUDITED FACTORIES

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

As a member of the leading global business association for open and sustainable
trade AMFORI, Nimbus Nordic A/S commits to the following mission: to enhance human
prosperity, use natural resources responsibly and drive open trade globally.

CSR

R E AC H

C H E M I C A L L E G I S L AT I O N

REACH is a European Regulation
concerning chemicals and their safe
usage. It aims to improve the protection
of human health and the environment
through a system of Registration,
Evaluation, Authorization and restriction
of Chemicals.
At Nimbus Nordic A/S it is demanded
that our suppliers comply with the
requirements on chemicals stipulated
by the European Parliament and
Council Directive (190/2006/REACH
Appendix XVII).

O E KO -T E X

CONFIDENCE IN TEXTILES

Nimbus Nordic A/S use OEKO-TEX®
STANDARD 100 certified fabrics and
offers a wide range of products that is
fully OEKO-TEX® certified.
STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX® is one
of the world’s best-known labels for
textiles tested for harmful substances.
Clothing manufactured under the
principles of OEKO-TEX® meets
requirements for pH value and content
of harmful substances, such as
pesticides and heavy metals.

CSR

O RG A N I C C OT TO N
ORGANIC
COTTON

T H E N AT U R A L C H O I C E

Organic cotton is made from natural seeds and is grown without the use of
synthetic pesticides and fertilisers, which leads to improved soil condition,
lower greenhouse gas emissions, stronger biodiversity and better health among
the cotton growers.
At Nimbus Nordic A/S we believe that the use of organic cotton is a step towards
a more sustainable way of producing; hence our recent initiative with changing
from conventional cotton to GOTS certified organic cotton in our products.

Q UA L I T Y
IT’S NOT JUST ABOUT CREATING PRODUCTS
THAT LIVE UP TO YOUR EXPECTATIONS; IT’S
ALSO ABOUT DEVELOPING MATERIALS THAT
STAND UP TO THE DEMANDS OF THE MODERN
L I F E , W H I L E K E E P I N G O U R I M PAC T O N T H E
ENVIRONMENT AS SMALL AS POSSIBLE.

Q UA L I T Y C O N T RO L
MEETING INTERNATIONAL
STANDARDS

The well-known quality is essential for our brand. Therefore, each and every
one of our productions are inspected locally by our own team or by third party agencies,
before shipped from production sites. At Nimbus Nordic A/S we have our own facilities
in China, housing our loyal and valued colleagues, who constantly monitor the product
quality and factory performances.
Each new style we develop is subject to demanding test requirements. In order to meet
the high-quality standards for long-lasting products and materials all styles are tested
by third party laboratories according to international standards.

TOBBY / CHINA OFFICE MANAGER

QIMA

QIMA represents a global leading quality control and compliance service provider,
who secures, manage and optimize the quality and compliance of our products
and suppliers. All auditors and inspectors of QIMA are managed by quality control
and auditing specialists to ensure compliance with international standards.

INTERTEK

Intertek delivers Total Quality Assurance solutions for textile products.
Their comprehensive services enable us to ensure quality and safety with
precision. At Nimbus Nordic A/S we mainly use Intertek solutions for fabric
and chemical testing.

SGS

SGS is the world’s leading inspection, verification, testing and certification
company. Recognized as the global benchmark for quality and integrity.
At Nimbus Nordic A/S we use the services from SGS for both fabric-testing
and third party inspections on productions.

ORGANIC
COTTON

C OT TO N K N OW L E D G E
HIGH QUALITY COTTON

The use of high quality long stable cotton in all our products,
is the main reason for a long list of key point that makes
our cotton products stand out from the crowd.

S TA B L E YA R N S

Natural fibers, such as
cotton require length,
strength and elasticity.
The long cotton fiber will
result in the final fabric
being stronger, softer and
more durable.
The length of the cotton
fibers refers to the cotton
staple, and the long staple
cotton is renowned for its
superior quality thanks to
the length of the fiber.

ORGANIC
COTTON

COMBED COTTON

Combed cotton is made by
treating the cotton fibers
before they are spun into
yarn. The harvested cotton
is applied on to fine brushes
(the ‘combs’) to clean away
impurities and any short fibers.
Roughly 15% of the volume is
removed this way, and leaves
only long, straight fibers.
The slivers of combed cotton
are then spun into thread.
As a general rule, combed
cotton is more expensive than
conventional carded cotton.

RING-SPUN COTTON

The yarn that is created for ring-spun
cotton, is spun in a way that produces
stronger and longer threads, as it is
continuously twisted and thinned to
make an extra-fine string of fibers.
During this process, the threads are
compacted in a way that produces a
very strong and durable material. The
more times the fiber has been spun and
twisted, the softer it feels. Open end
yarn, that is not ring-spun often result
in a fabric with a rough texture.

B I E L L A YA R N
B Y S Ü DWO L L E
Biella, is a northern town in the region
of Piedmont. The town has been the
leading manufacturing of wool since
the 1800s and is today internationally
known for its productions of high-

NIMBUS MERINO BLEND KNITS

quality wools and yarns.

In our merino blend program, the yarn is made
of 50% Biella yarn and 50% anti-pilling acrylic

Behind Biella Yarn stands the family-

which ensures that the knit keeps its fit. The

operated company - Südwolle Gebr.

fine merino blend gives the knit a soft, light and

Steger OHG that was founded in 1966.

luxurious touch.

In 2000 Biella Yarn by Südwolle was
founded in Italy, uniting the tradition

Furthermore, the yarn is top-dyed, which means

and experience of Südwolle with

that the fibers are dyed before spinning the

fresh ideas.

yarn - compared to yarn-dyed, where the yarn
is dyed after spinning. This gives the yarn a

Südwolle is global leader for worsted
spun yarn for weaving, circular and flat
knitting in pure wool and wool blends.
The company is specialist in spinning,
dyeing and treatment of yarns and
is being experienced in a broad
variety of technologies which ensure
the same quality standards in all its
facilities worldwide – from Germany,
Italy, Poland, Rumania and Bulgaria
to China.
Südwolle blends wool with a broad
range of other fibers, among other are
mohair, alpaca and silk to polyamide,
viscose and aramids – to enhance its
natural properties and be able to have
a solution for every customer’s inquiry.

super soft touch.

H OW TO T R E AT
YO U R M E R I N O
BLEND KNIT
WAS H I N G I N ST R U C T I O N S

It is rarely necessary to wash wool. Instead
of frequently wash, we recommend that
you hang the garment outside to be aired
out. This will clean the wool and let the
natural fibers rest. This garment is machine
washable on wool program and we advise
to use a detergent for wool.
GOOD TO KNOW

As with all knitted garments, pilling can
occasionally occur. Washing your clothes
inside out will help prevent pilling from
occurring and using an electric de-piller
will help safely remove them.

D OW N I N S U L AT I O N
Down is known for its impressive warmth-to-weight ratio, compressibility and overall comfort.
In terms of warmth, nothing can rival down. Not even the best synthetics on the market that
have been specifically engineered to simulate the qualities of down.
W H AT I S D O W N ?

Down is the layer of “feathers” that are closest to a bird’s body. Down is a very small
part of the bird, growing as an undercoat on the belly and protected by a layer of feathers.
Down is NOT the same as a feather. It has a completely different structure.
DOWN FILL POWER

Fill power refers to the quality of down. Fill Power is simply a measurement of loft, measuring
the amount of air trapped in cubic inches per 30 grams of down. Fill power does not refer
to the amount of down used. The higher the number (800 fill, 700 fill, 600 fill etc.), the better
the down and the more loft and warmth it will provide.

WE USE

90%
DOWN

WE USE

10%
FEATHER FILLING

NO LIVE PLUCKING
DOWN AND FEATHERS
ARE NEVER REMOVED FROM
LIVE BIRDS

S PA N O S U P E R N O - I RO N

NON-IRON TECHNOLOGY

A softness of touch and ease of ironing have always been top priorities
for us at Nimbus Nordic A/S, and we have applied a special treatment to
our business shirts.
The Spano Advanced cotton technology takes non-iron a step further.
With the SPANO Advanced cotton technology we are able to deliver
Oekotex-certified fabrics for our non-iron shirts.
The ”Advanced cotton” technology allows to influence the core of the
fibres from inside themselves. And instead of using coventional methods,
applying a chemical onto the finished product, this Inside Cross Linking
technology results in an extremely high recovery and guaranteed
flattening after wash. The joys of non-iron products are many.

HEIQ® FRESH

A N T I - O D O R T R E AT M E N T

HeiQ® Fresh Tech is a family of highly
versatile and effective odor-preventing
and odor-absorbing textile technologies
that continue to be effective even after
prolonged use and frequent washings.
At Nimbus Nordic A/S we currently uses
HeiQ® Fresh durable odor control additive
on selected styles. The goal of an anti-odor
treatment is to keep a garment smelling
fresh, enabling multiple wears between
washes and preventing the buildup of
persistent odor over time, making sure the
garment has a long life.

BIONIC-FINISH®
ECO
E C O LO G I C A L I M P R E G N AT I O N

BIONIC-FINISH ® ECO is an ecological
water-repellent impregnation that we at
Nimbus Nordic A/S are using on selected
outerwear clothing.
BIONIC-FINISH ® ECO offers a variety of
consumer-friendly features such as
rejecting water and aqueous soiling
substances, being washable and suitable
for all fiber types. It has the advantage
of not having any negative effect on
breathability, no fluorinated compounds
and being formaldehyde free.

THERMAL
I N S U LTAT I O N
B Y S O R O N A® F I B E R

The unique benefits of an insulation made with
Sorona®-renewably sourced fiber is its lightweight,
breathable and warmth features.
I N S U L AT I O N

Outstanding warmth retention performance resulting
from the combination of Sorona® fiber properties and
insulation technology from partner insulation producers.
This insulation delivers lightweight, breathable warmth
for taking on any challenge, in any condition.
PAT E N T E D T E C H N O L O G Y

Sorona® is made from a unique PTT molecular
structure designed for maximizing performance,
and its environmental benefits.

0

0.5

1

SORONA - 100G

I N S U L AT I O N VA L U E
OF YOUR CLOTHING

50 % higher CLO value =
Higher warmth than
non branded insulation

3M G - 100G

P E T PA D D I N G - 1 0 0 G

1.5

2

2.5

NIMBUS

C U S TO M
MADE
TO DIFFERENTIATE DOESN'T MEAN EXTRA
HARD WORK FOR YOU – BUT FOR US

Let us be the creative force
Let us add uniqueness to your brand
Let us form your future products
Let us guide you from experience
A wide range of products to chose from
A proffesional team of great thinking minds
Creative and modern designs

CHECK OUT OUR
B R A N D E D S T Y L E S AT
W W W. N I M B U S N O R D I C . C O M

MIAMI / COLBERT / DUFFLE GEARBAG
ROCHESTER / HARVARD / NEWPORT / MONTAUK
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V I S I T US AT

WWW.NIMBUSNORDIC.COM
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T H A N K S TO
Bak Optics | Christopher Cloos | Stæhr A/S
About Vintage | Hr. Birk | Copenhagen Bike Company
Mismo Bags | Hestra Gloves | Scandic Kødbyen

A special thanks to
The city of Copenhagen

KEEP IN TOUCH

in
I N S TAG R A M

LINKEDIN

NEWSLETTERS
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Nimbus® is a registered trademark

DISTRIBUTION
DENMARK

SWEDEN

N O R W AY

UNITED KINGDOM

GERMANY

AUSTRIA

SWITZERLAND

FINLAND

BENELUX

FRANCE

POLAND
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A passion for Scandinavian
Design & Quality since 1995

